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SUMMARY

Inactivating mutations of the CREBBP and EP300
acetyltransferases are among the most common ge-
netic alterations in diffuse large B cell lymphoma
(DLBCL) and follicular lymphoma (FL). Here, we
examined the relationship between these two en-
zymes in germinal center (GC) B cells, the normal
counterpart of FL and DLBCL, and in lymphomagen-
esis by using conditional GC-directed deletion
mouse models targeting Crebbp or Ep300. We found
that CREBBP and EP300 modulate common as well
as distinct transcriptional programs implicated in
separate anatomic and functional GC compart-
ments. Consistently, deletion of Ep300 but not
Crebbp impaired the fitness of GC B cells in vivo.
Combined loss of Crebbp and Ep300 completely
abrogated GC formation, suggesting that these pro-
teins partially compensate for each other through
common transcriptional targets. This synthetic lethal
interaction was retained in CREBBP-mutant DLBCL
cells and could be pharmacologically targeted with
selective small molecule inhibitors of CREBBP and
EP300 function. These data provide proof-of-princi-
ple for the clinical development of EP300-specific in-
hibitors in FL and DLBCL.

INTRODUCTION

Diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and follicular lymphoma

(FL) are the most common lymphoid malignancies, together ac-

counting for �60% of B cell lymphoma diagnoses (Swerdlow

et al, 2016). Despite the significant progress made in the thera-

peutic management of these diseases, both remain partially un-

met clinical needs. In particular, a substantial fraction of DLBCL

patients do not achieve complete remission with current first-line
Im
chemo-immunotherapeutic approaches (Gisselbrecht et al.,

2010) and FL, although indolent, is essentially incurable. More-

over, as many as 45% of FL cases transform into a high-grade

malignancy, typically a DLBCL (also known as transformed FL

or tFL), with dismal overall survival (Montoto et al., 2007). The

development of treatments that can eradicate the reservoir of

initiating cells responsible for resistance and transformation re-

mains a high priority in the field.

Over the past decade, genomic analyses of FL andDLBCLhave

uncovered highly recurrent somaticmutations and deletions in the

histone acetyl-transferase gene CREBBP (60% of FL and 25% of

DLBCL), with its paralogue EP300 being targeted at much lower

frequencies (5% of FL and DLBCL) (Chapuy et al., 2018; Morin

et al., 2011; Okosun et al., 2014; Pasqualucci et al., 2011a; Pas-

qualucci et al., 2014; Pasqualucci et al., 2011b; Schmitz et al.,

2018). CREBBP and EP300 encode for ubiquitously expressed

mammalian enzymes that act as global transcriptional co-activa-

tors by interacting withmore than 400 transcription factors and by

catalyzing themodification of lysines on both histone and non-his-

tone proteins in a cell-context-dependent manner (Bannister and

Kouzarides, 1996; Bedford et al., 2010; Dancy and Cole, 2015;

Goodman and Smolik, 2000; Ogryzko et al., 1996).

In germinal center (GC) B cells, the normal counterpart of FL

and DLBCL, two critical non-histone substrates of CREBBP-

and EP300-mediated acetylation are the tumor suppressor

p53, which requires acetylation for its transcriptional activity

(Avantaggiati et al., 1997; Gu and Roeder, 1997; Lill et al.,

1997), and the proto-oncogene BCL6, a potent transcriptional

repressor that regulates the GC reaction and is functionally

impaired by this modification (Bereshchenko et al., 2002). Addi-

tionally, by catalyzing H3K18 and H3K27 acetylation at promoter

and enhancer regions, CREBBP modulates the expression of a

selected number of genes that are implicated inGC exit including

signaling pathways triggered by engagement of the B cell recep-

tor (BCR) and CD40 receptor, the plasma cell regulator IRF4, and

antigen processing and presentation through the major histo-

compatibility complex class II (MHC-II) complex (Green et al.,

2015; Hashwah et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,

2017). Of note, the GC-specific CREBBP transcriptional network
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encompasses almost all BCL6 direct target genes, suggesting a

critical role for this acetyltransferase in opposing the oncogenic

activity of BCL6 while ensuring the rapid activation of programs

that sustain terminal differentiation in the GC light zone (LZ)

(Jiang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017).

Mutations of CREBBP and EP300 inactivate the enzymatic

function of these proteins by generating truncated forms that

lack the histone acetyl-transferase (HAT) domain or by intro-

ducing amino acid changes, also within the HAT domain, which

severely impair their affinity for AcetylCoA (Pasqualucci et al.,

2011a). These mutations are acquired at an early stage of FL

development by a common ancestral clone that subsequently

progresses to FL or tFL through divergent evolution (Green

et al., 2015; Okosun et al., 2014; Pasqualucci et al., 2014).

Accordingly, CREBBP-mutated B cells have been found in a

pre-malignant condition known as FL in situ, often together

with the hallmark t(14;18) translocation deregulating BCL2

(Schmidt et al., 2018). Mutations in CREBBP are mono-allelic

in 80% of DLBCL and over 50% of FL cases, leaving the residual

wild-type (WT) allele expressed (Garcı́a-Ramı́rez et al., 2017;

Pasqualucci et al., 2011a). In mouse models, conditional GC-

directed inactivation of Crebbp in both heterozygosis and

homozygosis significantly increases the incidence of Bcl2-driven

lymphomas (Jiang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). Reduced

dosage of CREBBP (and EP300) is thus thought to facilitate ma-

lignant transformation by dysregulating signaling pathways that

are important for terminal differentiation and by favoring the

constitutive activity of the BCL6 oncogene at the expense of

the p53 tumor suppressor.

Genetic alterations of CREBBP and EP300 are largely non-

overlapping in FL and in DLBCL (Arthur et al., 2018; Chapuy

et al., 2018; Green et al., 2015; Okosun et al., 2014; Pasqua-

lucci et al., 2011a; Pasqualucci et al., 2014; Schmitz et al.,

2018). This observation, together with the high structural and

functional similarity, suggests a potential compensatory func-

tion of these two paralogues in GC B cells. This notion is

corroborated by the contrast between the genome-wide bind-

ing pattern of CREBBP, which occupies virtually all predicted

GC-specific super-enhancers, and the limited transcriptional

changes observed after its deletion in GC B cells (Zhang

et al., 2017). Accordingly, a functional screen for essential

genes in lung adenocarcinoma, which also frequently harbors

CREBBP mutations, has revealed a synthetic lethal role for

EP300 in CREBBP-mutated cells, where its pharmacologic inhi-

bition exerts anti-proliferative and anti-survival effects, although

at very high concentrations of a tool compound with limited po-

tency and selectivity (Ogiwara et al., 2016).

Here, we used mouse models where Ep300 and/or Crebbp

were specifically deleted in GC B cells to explore the relationship

between CREBBP and EP300 in GC physiology and lymphoma-

genesis.We found that these two enzymes have common aswell

as distinct transcriptional targets in sub-compartments of the

GC reaction, whereas their combined genetic deletion abro-

gated GC formation in vivo and impaired DLBCL cell line growth,

suggesting that CREBBP-mutant DLBCL might depend on the

residual EP300 activity. Treatment with small molecule inhibitors

of CREBBP and EP300 was preferentially toxic to CREBBP-

mutant DLBCL, establishing a paralogue lethality that could be

explored as an actionable therapeutic target.
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RESULTS

Crebbp and Ep300 Play Partially Distinct Roles in GC
Development
The CREBBP and EP300 acetyltransferases share 60% amino

acid identity and similar domain organization (Chan and La

Thangue, 2001). To investigate whether EP300 is functionally

equivalent to CREBBP in the GC, we compared the adaptive

immune response in conditional, GC-specific Ep300-null vs

Crebbp-null mice, obtained by crossing Ep300 (or Crebbp)

floxed alleles (Kang-Decker et al., 2004; Kasper et al., 2006)

with mice expressing the Cre recombinase under the control of

the Cg1 promoter (Cg1Cre/+) (Casola et al., 2006).

As previously shown, loss of Crebbp led to increased GC for-

mation when analyzed 10 days after intraperitoneal (i.p.) immuni-

zation with the T-cell-dependent antigen sheep red blood cells

(SRBCs) (Figures 1A, top and 1B, left) (Hashwah et al., 2017;

Jiang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). In contrast, loss of

Ep300 led to an approximately 50% decrease in both the per-

centage (Figures 1A, bottom and 1B, right) and absolute number

(Figures S1A and S1B) of GC B cells, compared to littermate

controls (on average 3.6% in Ep300+/+Cg1Cre/+ mice vs 1.8%

in Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ mice; p < 0.01, Student’s t test). This differ-

ence was not due to variabilities in the deletion efficiencies of the

two floxed alleles, as immunofluorescence analysis of Crebbp-

deficient and Ep300-deficient spleen sections via antibodies

specific for Crebbp or Ep300 and the GC marker peanut

agglutinin (PNA) documented loss of expression of the target

protein in 100% (n = 36 out of 36) and 85% (n = 29 out of 34)

of the GCs, respectively (Figure 1C). Consistent with the flow-cy-

tometric data, immunohistochemistry staining of PNA (not

shown) and the GC-marker BCL6 confirmed a significant dose-

dependent reduction in both the number and size of GCs upon

deletion of Ep300, with consequently reduced overall GC area

(Figures 1D and 1E). Nonetheless, Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ GCs were

indistinguishable from those of WT animals in terms of relative

BCL6 expression, measured by fluorescence activated cell sort-

ing (FACS) analysis and RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis

(Figures S1C and S1D). Interestingly, Crebbpfl/flCg1Cre/+ mice

displayed a statistically significant increase in the dark zone

(DZ) to LZ ratio, recapitulating the previously reported require-

ment for this gene in LZ-specific signal transduction pathways

(Figures S1E and S1F) (Zhang et al., 2017). An opposite trend

was observed in Ep300-null GCs, which was not statistically sig-

nificant (Figures S1E and S1F, right) and can be explained by the

fact that DZ B cells feed the LZ (Victora and Nussenzweig, 2012);

therefore, a decrease in DZ B cells is expected to cause a pro-

portional decrease in LZ B cells. These data indicate that,

although structurally and functionally similar, CREBBP and

EP300 are not entirely interchangeable, and reveal distinct re-

quirements for these two proteins in specific aspects of the GC

reaction.

Crebbp and Ep300 Regulate Distinct Sets of Genes in
the GC
In order to elucidate the mechanistic basis for the differential ef-

fects of Crebbp and Ep300 loss on the GC response, we per-

formed transcriptomic analyses of purified GCB cell populations

sorted from SRBC-immunized Crebbpfl/fl and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+



Figure 1. Crebbp and Ep300 Play Non-overlapping Roles in GC B Cells

(A) Representative flow-cytometric analysis of splenic B220+ cells from Crebbp+/+, Crebbpfl/+, and Crebbpfl/fl (top) vs Ep300+/+, Ep300fl/+, and Ep300fl/fl (bottom)

Cg1Cre/+ mice, analyzed 10 days after SRBC immunization. GC B cells are identified as CD95+PNAhi cells, and numbers in each image indicate the percentage in

the gate.

(B) Percentage of GC B cells in mice from the indicated genotypes, analyzed at 3 months of age, 10 days after SRBC immunization (n = 5–8 mice per genotype).

(C) Immunofluorescence staining of Crebbp (red) and Ep300 (purple) in representative spleen sections from SRBC-immunized Crebbpfl/flCg1Cre/+ and

Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+mice. PNA (green) identifies theGC area (outlined). The total number of Crebbp or Ep300-null GCs, out of the total number of PNA+GCs, is given

on the right for the two mouse models (n = 3 animals per genotype). Scale bar, 30 mm.

(D) Immunohistochemical analysis of BCL6 in representative spleen sections from Ep300+/+, Ep300fl/+, and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ mice, analyzed 10 days after SRBC

immunization. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(E) Mean GC number, GC size, and overall GC area (per spleen section) in mice of the indicated genotypes, measured in pixels using the ImageJ software on

3 sections per mouse (mean ± SD; n = 3–4 mice per genotype).

*p <0.05, **p <0.01; Student’s t test. Only statistically significant p values are indicated.
mice (n = 3 animals per genotype and 5 WT littermates). Unsu-

pervised hierarchical clustering separated the three genotypes

on the basis of expression profiles (Figures S2A and S2B), indi-

cating that individual loss of Crebbp and Ep300 imposes a suffi-

ciently large number of unique changes on this population

compared with normal cells. We then contrasted the genes

differentially expressed in Crebbp-deficient cells with those

modulated in Ep300-deficient cells, as obtained by independent

comparison of their transcriptional profiles to that ofWT cells and

by direct supervised analysis ofCrebbp-deficient vs Ep300-defi-

cient transcriptional profiles (corrected false discovery rate

[FDR] % 0.05, fold change [FC] R 1.2). Surprisingly, only 12%

(n = 72 out of 591) of the genes showing significantly reduced

expression (and 52 out of 387 genes with increased expression)

were shared between the two genetic backgrounds (Figures 2A,

2B, S2C, and S2D; Table S1).
Pathway analysis revealed that the lists of genes modulated by

these two acetyltransferases were significantly and uniquely

enriched in discrete biological programs. In particular, positive

regulation of cell cycle (E2f1, Cdc25b, Anapc11, and Cdkn1a),

DNA replication (Pcna, Cdt1, and Dna2), and DNA repair (Rad51

and Xrcc1) were under-represented in the Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ tran-

scriptional signature,whereas genes involved in antigen presenta-

tion and processing through the MHC-II complex (e.g., Ciita and

H2-DM), receptor signaling, and terminal B cell differentiation

(e.g. Irf4, SpiB, Nfkb2, and Cd40) were preferentially reduced in

expression in Crebbp-defective GC B cells (Figure 2C; Table S2)

(Jiang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017).

These differentially affected programs are reminiscent of func-

tions that are normally compartmentalized between the DZ—

namely proliferation, extended replicative potential, and the

repair of various types of DNA damage associated with somatic
Immunity 51, 535–547, September 17, 2019 537
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Figure 2. Crebbp and Ep300 Modulate

Distinct Functional Programs Implicated in

DZ to LZ Transition

(A) Differentially expressed genes inCrebbpfl/fl and

Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ GC B cells, compared with WT

(left and middle) or to each other (right). In the

heatmaps, rows correspond to genes and col-

umns correspond to different mice; the third

category is shown as reference (blue, reduced

expression; red, increased expression; FDR <

0.05, FC R 1.2). Scale bar indicates the Z score.

Representative transcripts are indicated, and the

complete list is provided in Table S1. Only anno-

tated genes are shown.

(B) Venn diagrams of genes differentially ex-

pressed in Crebbpfl/fl and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ GC

B cells, compared with WT (only annotated genes

considered). See also Figure S2.

(C) Top significantly enriched (p < 0.05 after

correction for multiple hypothesis) biological pro-

grams/signaling pathways identified among the

list of genes showing reduced expression in

Crebbp-deficient (left) and Ep300-deficient (right)

GC B cells, compared with WT (see Method De-

tails). The full list of differentially enriched cate-

gories is provided in Table S2.

(D) GSEA analysis of LZ-associated and DZ-

associated genes along the T score rank of tran-

scripts expressed in Crebbp+/+Ep300+/+ vs

Crebbpfl/flCg1Cre/+ (left) andCrebbp+/+Ep300+/+ vs

Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ (right) GC B cells. The reverse

analysis showed no significant enrichment, indi-

cating preferential modulation of LZ genes by

Crebbp and of DZ genes by Ep300 (see Table S3).
hypermutation—and the LZ of the GC, where several signal

transduction pathways become engaged downstream of the

BCR, CD40, and Toll-like receptor (TLR) in association with

recognition by T follicular-helper (Tfh) cells (Victora and Nus-

senzweig, 2012). We thus interrogated the transcriptional pro-

files of Crebbpfl/fl and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ GCs for the enrichment

in signatures previously identified as discriminators of DZ and

LZ B cells (Victora et al., 2012). As illustrated in Figure 2D,

gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) uncovered opposite pat-

terns in the two mouse models, with the expression of DZ genes

being preferentially affected by Ep300 deletion and the expres-

sion of LZ genes being significantly decreased in the

Crebbpfl/flCg1Cre/+ mice (Table S3). The reduced expression of

genes involved in cell cycle and DNA replication induced by

loss of Ep300 but not Crebbp is also likely responsible for the

lower percentage of GC B cells observed in this model.
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The ability of CREBBP and EP300 to

regulate distinct sets of genes was

confirmed by chromatin immunoprecipi-

tation sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis of

H3K27Ac in human isogenic cell lines

engineered to lack CREBBP or EP300

(SUDHL4-CREBBP�/� and SUDHL4-

EP300�/�; n = 2 clones per genotype,

compared with WT control), which were

readily separated upon unsupervised hi-
erarchical clustering of the relative H3K27Ac density, indicating

significant genome-wide redistribution of this activation mark

(Pott and Lieb, 2015) (Figure S3A). In particular, of 21,091

H3K27Ac+ regions identified in WT cells, 935 were differentially

enriched across the 3 genotypes (FDR % 0.05; FC R 2);

681 showed significant depletion specifically upon CREBBP

(n = 127) or EP300 (n = 554) loss (non-compensated targets),

and 92 were significantly depleted in both CREBBP�/� and

EP300�/� cells, suggesting co-regulatory roles or the require-

ment of both enzymes to achieve full gene activation (Figures

S3B and S3C). This analysis also uncovered a number of regions

where the H3K27Ac signal was higher after CREBBP or EP300

loss, possibly reflecting an indirect epigenetic re-organization

(e.g., feedback-mechanism- and/or HAT-dependent reduced

expression of transcriptional repressors). Functional annotation

of the differentially acetylated regions showed that those lost in
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Figure 3. Crebbp-Deficient GC B Cells Are Dependent on the Residual Ep300 Protein

(A) Representative flow-cytometric analysis of splenic B220+ cells from Crebbp+/+Ep300+/+, Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/+, Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/fl, Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/+, and

Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/fl Cg1Cre/+mice, analyzed 10 days after SRBC immunization. GCB cells are identified as CD95+PNAhi cells, and numbers in each image indicate

the percentage in the gate.

(B) Normalized percentage of splenic GCB cells in SRBC-immunizedmice from the indicated genotypes, in relation toWT littermates (whosemeanwas arbitrarily

set as 1). Data correspond to 4 experiments, each performed with subsets of genotypes (vs WT) and 3 or 4 animals per genotype.

(C) Immunohistochemical staining of BCL6 in representative spleen sections from animals of the indicated genotypes, analyzed 10 days after SRBC immuni-

zation. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(D) Mean GC number, GC size, and GC area (per spleen section) in the indicated mice, measured in pixels using the ImageJ software on 3 sections per mouse

(Mean ± SD. The total number of animals analyzed is given inside the bars).

Only statistically significant p values are indicated. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; Student’s t test.
CREBBP�/� and/or EP300�/� cells were mainly represented by

transcription start site (TSS)-distal domains predicted by the

rank ordering of super enhancers (ROSE) algorithm as en-

hancers (Whyte et al., 2013) (Figures S3D and S3E) and located

in proximity to genes critical for GC biology (e.g., BCL6,

POU2F1, and AICDA) or implicated in pathways known to play

key roles in normal and neoplastic GC B cells (e.g. BCR,

MAPK, Ga13, and interleukin [IL] signaling) (Figure S3E).

Together, these data demonstrate that CREBBP and EP300

play common as well as distinct roles during the GC reaction

by re-wiring diverse and shared enhancer networks.

Combined Loss of Crebbp and Ep300 Abrogates GC
Formation
To examine the combined role of Crebbp and Ep300 in the GC,

we generated compound Cg1Cre/+ mouse models carrying vari-

able combinations of partial or completeCrebbp and Ep300 loss

and analyzed the GC response after immunization with SRBCs.
We did not detect significant differences between mice with

combined heterozygous deletion (Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/+Cg1Cre/+)

and wild-type littermates (WT: Crebbp+/+Ep300+/+Cg1Cre/+). In

contrast, loss of three HAT alleles, as obtained in

Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/+Cg1Cre/+ and Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+

mice, led to a severe reduction in the percentage of GC B cells,

which in turn was significantly lower than that observed

in single Crebbpfl/fl or Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ mice (relative

decrease compared with WT littermates: 60% in Crebbpfl/+

Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ vs 40% in Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+; p < 0.05, Stu-

dent’s t test) (Figures 3A and 3B). More importantly, GC B cells

were completely absent in mice lacking both Crebbp and

Ep300, where the residual GC structures were composed of cells

that had escaped concurrent deletion of both genes (Figures 3A,

3B, S4A, and S4B). In line with the FACS data, the mean GC

number, GC size, and total GC area were generally normal in

Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/+Cg1Cre/+ mice, but significantly reduced in

all compound strains (Figures 3C and 3D). We conclude that
Immunity 51, 535–547, September 17, 2019 539



Figure 4. Combined Loss of Crebbp and Ep300 Blocks Cell Proliferation

(A) WB analysis of Crebbp and Ep300 expression in Ficoll-separated splenic B cells of the indicated genotypes, cultured ex vivo in the presence of aCD40 and IL-4

for 4 days. Analysis of H3K27Ac and H3K18Ac monitors for the functional effects of Crebbp and/or Ep300 loss and is quantified on the bottom. Tubulin and total

H3 serve as loading control for whole-cell and chromatin extracts, respectively.

(B) Representative histogramplots showing the number of cell divisions in cultured B cells from the indicated genotypes, measured on day 4 after labeling with the

CellTraceViolet reagent (live cells gate).

(C) Quantification of the data shown in (B) (mean ± SD; n = 3 mice per genotype).

(D) Cell growth in the same cells, measured by enzymatic activity and expressed as fold changes relative to day 0 (mean ± SD; n = 3 mice per genotype).

(E and F) Analysis of cell viability, assessed on the basis of the percentage of dead cells in the forward scatter versus side scatter (FSC/SSC) (E) and the per-

centage of AnnexinV+ cells (F). Data are from one experiment where all genotypes were simultaneously analyzed and are representative of at least two inde-

pendent experiments performed with subsets of genotypes (n = 3 each) that gave analogous results and were combined for statistical analyses. Note that the

ex vivo assay is associated with an intrinsic elevated cell death (mean ± SD).

Only statistically significant p values are indicated. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; Student’s t test.
the fitness of GC B cells depends on the combined activity of

CREBBP and EP300 and that, whereas these genes can partially

compensate for each other, their complete loss is incompatible

with GC B cell survival.

Crebbp-Defective Cells Require Ep300 for Proliferation
To understand the mechanism underlying the lack of GC forma-

tion in mice with combined loss of Crebbp and Ep300, we first

measured the proliferative capacity of splenic B220+ cells iso-

lated from the Cg1Cre/+ compound mice and stimulated ex vivo

by aCD40 and IL-4. In this system, engagement of the CD40

and IL-4 receptors mimics in part the signals delivered in vivo

during a T-cell-dependent B cell response and is also needed

to induce the expression of the Cre recombinase (Casola et al.,

2006). We first confirmed efficient deletion of the floxed alleles

at both the DNA (not shown) and protein level 2 days and
540 Immunity 51, 535–547, September 17, 2019
4 days after stimulation (see Figure 4A for day 4). Immunoblot

analysis of chromatin extracts demonstrated a significant reduc-

tion in acetylated H3K18 and H3K27 (Weinert et al., 2018), when

both genes were simultaneously ablated and, to a much lesser

extent, upon single gene deletion (Figure 4A, bottom). As ex-

pected, 75% of theWT cell population had divided by day 4 after

stimulation, and �41% of them had undergone more than 3 cell

divisions, as shown by flow-cytometric analysis after in vivo la-

beling with the CellTrace Violet dye; in contrast, only 9% of the

Crebbp/Ep300 co-deleted cells were in this gate (p < 0.01, Stu-

dent’s t test) (Figures 4B and 4C). Consistently, compared with

WT, Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flCg1Cre/+ B lymphocytes showed signifi-

cantly lower proliferation rates as measured by intracellular

ATP-based enzymatic activity (Figure 4D). The other compound

genotypes displayed variable effects in this assay, which were

less evident than those observed in vivo in GC B cells. This



difference could be explained in part by the short time-course

involved in the ex vivo system (less than 4 days; note that at least

one cell division is necessary for the conditional allele to be

deleted) versus 10 days in the in vivo GC response. As a result,

Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flCg1Cre/+ B cells were unable to undergo class

switch recombination, a process that is known to requiremultiple

cell divisions (Figures S5A and S5B) (Hodgkin et al., 1996). Thus,

correct dosage of Crebbp and Ep300 might be critical to sustain

the repeated rounds of cell division and proliferation that are

required for proper GC formation. The percentage of dead cells,

measured by size scatter and Annexin V staining, was increased

in the Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flCg1Cre/+ culture at day 4 after stimula-

tion (1.5-fold compared with WT), but not at earlier timepoints

(Figures 4E, 4F, and S5C, and data not shown), suggesting

that the complete loss of acetyltransferase activity primarily af-

fects proliferation.

To corroborate this finding in an in vivo context, we then

analyzed the kinetics of GC formation in the same cohorts by

measuring the percentage of B220+CD95+PNAhi cells at days 7

and 4 after immunization, i.e., when early GCs can first be histo-

logically identified within secondary follicles (De Silva and Klein,

2015) and Cg1Cre-mediated recombination of the floxed allele is

complete in at least 50% of GC B cells (Casola et al., 2006). As

shown in Figures S5D and S5E, Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flCg1Cre/+

mice exhibited a measurable drop in the GC population already

4 days after antigenic stimulation, supporting a role for these two

enzymes in the initial proliferative phases of the GC reaction.

CREBBP-Mutant DLBCL Cell Lines Are Addicted to
EP300 Activity
We next sought to determine whether, analogous to normal GC

B cells, CREBBP-mutant DLBCL cells remain addicted to the re-

sidual EP300-mediated acetyltransferase activity. We selected

five DLBCL cell lines representative of different CREBBP muta-

tional states in the context of an intact EP300 locus, including

CREBBPWT (SUDHL4 and U2932), heterozygous mutant

(SUDHL5, carrying a heterozygous deletion spanning CREBBP;

and WSU-DLCL2, harboring a splice-site mutation leading to a

frameshift) (CREBBPM/+), and one of the rare biallelically mutated

cases (SUDHL16, carrying one inactivating missense mutation

and one in-frame deletion in the HAT domain that render the pro-

tein enzymatically inactive) (CREBBPm/m) (Pasqualucci et al.,

2011a). Cells were engineered to express a doxycycline (Dox)-

inducible Cas9 protein (iCas9) together with lentiviral vectors

carrying single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) targeting three different

EP300 exons (E9, E17, and E24) linked to a constitutive red fluo-

rescent protein (RFP), or, as control, neutral sgRNAs (N4 and N5)

designed against an intron of the PPP1R12C gene, linked to

green fluorescent protein (GFP) (n = 2 independent iCas9 lines

per each sgRNA).

To test whether deletion of EP300 had a differential effect on

CREBBP WT vs mutant backgrounds, we first performed

competition assays in which we mixed equal numbers of sorted

RFP+ and GFP+ cells and monitored the changes in their ratio

over time, after treatment with Dox or control vehicle. Efficient in-

duction of Cas9 protein expression and deletion of EP300 were

verified by western blot (WB) analysis of bulk populations 3 days

after addition of Dox (Figure 5A). As expected, the 1:1 RFP:GFP

ratio was maintained in vehicle-treated cells regardless of the
sgRNA used, ruling out the presence of leakage (Figure 5B)

(�DOX).Moreover, analogous towhat hadbeenobserved in vivo,

EP300 deletion led to a modest impairment in cell growth ki-

netics even in a CREBBPWT background, reflected by the

�30% reduction in RFP+ cells observed at day 7 after Dox-in-

duction (Figure 5B, black and gray bars). However, compared

with WT cells, lines carrying monoallelic (light red shade) and,

to a larger extent, biallelic (dark red shade) CREBBP inactivation

were significantly counter-selected, suggesting dose-depen-

dent susceptibility to EP300 withdrawal (relative reduction:

60% and 80%, respectively; p < 0.01, two-way ANOVA with

Bonferroni post-test) (Figure 5B) (+DOX). The same competitive

fitness experiment performed in an isogenic setting (SUDHL4-

CREBBP+/+ and SUDHL4-CREBBP�/�), where the presence or

absence of an intact CREBBP locus represented the single var-

iable, confirmed the prominent detrimental effect of EP300 loss

in CREBBP-mutated compared with WT cells (Figure 5C and

not shown).

To corroborate these results further, we performed ‘‘drop-out’’

assays in which we plated single cells from the five DLBCL line

models (at least 96 clones per sgRNA per cell line, comprising

the three EP300-sgRNAs and both Neutral-sgRNAs) and moni-

tored the number and targeted allele configuration of the recov-

ered clones up to 21 days after Dox induction. In the CREBBPWT

SUDHL4 and U2932 cell lines, clones grew at similar frequencies

independently of whether the cells had been transduced with

EP300-directed or control guides (Figure 5D). In contrast,

CREBBP heterozygous mutant and, more evidently, CREBBP

biallelic mutant cells showed significantly inferior recovery rates

upon disruption of EP300 (p < 0.001; Fisher’s exact test). More-

over, Sanger sequencing of the surviving clones revealed a

markedly smaller number of bi-allelically edited clones in all

CREBBP-mutant cells than in SUDHL4 and U2932; in particular,

none of the SUDHL16 derivatives carried frameshift events in

both EP300 alleles and/or lacked EP300 protein expression (Fig-

ure 5E and data not shown). We conclude that, analogous to

normal GC B cells, transformed CREBBP-mutant lymphoma

cells remain sensitive to EP300 dosage.

Pharmacologic Targeting of CREBBP-Mutant
DLBCL Cells
The observation that tumors harboring CREBBP genetic defects

depend on EP300, that is, require a threshold level of acetyl-

transferase activity, prompted us to explore this dependency

for therapeutic purposes. Although no EP300-specific inhibitors

are available, we took advantage of two recently developed

small molecule inhibitors that are selective for CREBBP and

EP300: CCS1477, a clinical candidate bromodomain (BRD) in-

hibitor (Pegg et al., 2017), and CU329, a pre-clinical HAT domain

inhibitor (Lasko et al., 2017). We chose compounds with different

mechanisms of action because a large number of CREBBP

mutant alleles harbor missense rather than truncating mutations

and, although we have previously demonstrated that the en-

coded proteins are enzymatically inactive (Pasqualucci et al.,

2011a), they could still potentially bind to their substrates; thus,

the HAT inhibitor would have no effect on such non-enzymatic

functions, whereas BRD inhibitors could offer the advantage of

evicting the mutant protein from its substrates. RNA-seq and

WB analysis of SUDHL4 cells treated with CCS1477 or CU329
Immunity 51, 535–547, September 17, 2019 541
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Figure 5. CREBBP Mutant DLBCL Cells Are

Significantly Counter-Selected upon EP300

Deletion

(A) Immunoblot analysis of EP300 and Cas9

expression in five DLBCL cell lines carrying wild-

type (wt/wt) or mutant (M indicates truncating

mutation; m indicates missense mutation or in

frame deletion) CREBBP alleles, treated with Dox

for 3 days to induce Cas9-mediated disruption of

the EP300 gene or a control intronic region. Values

indicate normalized EP300 protein levels in rela-

tion to uninduced, set as 1; a-Tubulin, loading

control.

(B) Relative fraction of RFP+ (sgEP300-trans-

duced) to GFP+ (sgNeutral-transduced) cells in the

same lines, measured on day 7 after Dox induction

(mean ± SD; n = 2 assays performed by using

different sgNeutral-transduced clones). Signifi-

cance was calculated by using two-way ANOVA

with Bonferroni post-test (1 representative exper-

iment out of 2 that gave similar results). Only

statistically significant p values are indicated;

**p < 0.01.

(C) Relative fraction of RFP+GFP+ (sgEP300-

transduced) to GFP+ (sgNeutral-transduced) cells

in isogenic SUDHL4 clones engineered to carry

WT (+/+) or disrupted (�/�) CREBBP alleles,

measured on day 7 after Dox induction (mean ±

SD; n = 3). **p < 0.01, two-way ANOVA with

Bonferroni post-test.

(D) Percentage of recovered clones in the indi-

cated cell lines after Dox-induced deletion of

EP300 (red) vs a control region (green) arbitrarily

set as 1. Bars represent the average ± SD of in-

dependent transductions using 3 different EP300-

sgRNAs and 2 neutral-sgRNAs, except for the

U2932 cell line, where only 2 EP300-sgRNAs and 1

neutral-sgRNA gave informative results because

of its general poor growth as single clones. The

absolute number of clones recovered over the

total plated is provided inside the bars. Only

statistically significant p values are indicated;

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001; Fisher’s exact test. In

U2932, no significant differences were found

between the number of clones recovered in EP300-sgRNAs and neutral-sgRNA transduced cells; comparisons with other cell lines were not informative given its

distinct growth characteristics.

(E) Pattern of EP300 editing in the recovered clones, as determined by PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing. Color codes denote biallelically edited,

monoallelically edited, and unedited (WT) clones. Data are expressed as percentage of total sequenced clones, and the absolute number is shown inside the bars.

Note that the two biallelically edited SUDHL16 clones harbored in-frame deletions that did not disrupt EP300 protein expression.

Only statistically significant p values are indicated. **p < 0.001; Fisher’s exact test.
(vs DMSO) confirmed their on-target activity by showing reduced

CREBBP/EP300 self-acetylation, H3K18Ac and H3K27Ac, as

well as a significant negative enrichment in both CREBBP- and

EP300-modulated programs, including the expression of HLA-

DR (Figures S6A–S6D). Nonetheless, the two compounds dis-

played both quantitative differences in the commonly induced

responses and qualitative differences in a number of transcripts

that were uniquely affected, in line with their different modes of

action (Table S4; Figure S6E; and not shown).

To investigate whether pharmacologic inhibition of CREBBP/

EP300 has preferential toxicity toward CREBBP-mutated lym-

phomas, we utilized the same CRISPR-Cas9 platform to

generate isogenic stable SUDHL4 clones carrying CREBBP

WT or disrupted alleles (n = 4 clones each, obtained by 2 inde-
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pendent sgRNAs per locus) (Figure S7A). Immunoblot analysis

confirmed the lack of full-length CREBBP protein expression

with comparable EP300 levels across all lines, documenting

the specificity of the CREBBP sgRNAs (Figure S7B; see also

C–F for extensive epigenetic and phenotypic characterization

of the CREBBP-deficient clones).

Importantly, both inhibitors were significantly more toxic to

CREBBP�/� than to CREBBP+/+ SUDHL4 cells in 48 h dose

response assays over a broad range of doses (10 mM to

0.002 mM) (Figures S7E–S7H) and, to a greater extent, upon a

6-day treatment using sub-micromolar concentrations (100 nM

for CCS1477 and 50 nM for CU329; p value < 0.01, Student’s t

test) (Figure 6A). This difference in sensitivity was explained in

part by themore profound effect of both compounds on cell cycle
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Figure 6. CREBBP Mutant Cells Are Preferentially Vulnerable to CREBBP/EP300 Inhibition

(A) Cell proliferation of CREBBP+/+ and CREBBP�/� SUDHL4 clones grown in the presence of 100 nM CCS1477 or 50 nM CU329 over the course of 6 days

(mean ± SD; n = 4); **p < 0.01; Student’s t test.

(B) Quantification of cell cycle analysis in the same cells, assessed after 72 h of treatment with CCS1477, CU329, or control DMSO (mean ± SD; n = 4); only

statistically significant p values indicated. *p < 0.05; Student’s t test.

(C) Differentially expressed transcripts involved in cell cycle and DNA replication, as identified byDESeq2 in SUDHL4 cells treated with DMSO versus CCS1477 or

CU329 for 48 h. In the heatmap, rows correspond to genes and columns represent 3 independent clones cultured in the presence or absence of the inhibitor as

indicated (FDR% 0.05, FCR 2 in at least one of the compounds andR 1.2 in both compounds, except for MYC that showed a 1.5-fold reduction upon treatment

with CU329 and 1.3-fold reduction upon treatment with CCS1477). Scale bar indicates the Z score, with blue representing decreased expression and red

representing increased expression. Only representative transcripts are highlighted.

(D) GSEA of cell cycle and DNA replication genes in the rank of transcripts differentially expressed between DMSO-treated and BRDi- or HATi-treated SUDHL4

cells. See also Table S4.

(E)Western blot analysis of CREBBP and EP300 expression in isogenic SUDHL4 cell lines carrying intact (grey) or disrupted (red) CREBBP alleles and treatedwith

DMSO, CCS1477, or CU329. Analysis of global H3K18 andH3K27 acetylation documents the stronger effect of the two inhibitors in CREBBP-deficient clones, as

quantified at the bottom after normalization for total H3.
arrest, indicated by the accumulation of cells in the G0 and G1

phase, with consequent reduction in the percentage of cells in

S and G2/M (CREBBP+/+ vs CREBBP�/�: 18% vs 8% in

CCS1477-treated cells, and 17% vs 8% upon treatment with

CU329; p < 0.05, Student’s t test) (Figure 6B). Indeed, although

more prominently associated with the BRD inhibitor, cell cycle

positive regulators (e.g., PCNA, E2F1, and E2F2) as well as the

MYC gene emerged as major transcriptional components of the

response to both drugs (Figures 6C and 6D). Compared with

CREBBP+/+ cells, CREBBP-null cells also exhibited more robust

suppression of global H3K27Ac, H3K18Ac, and CREBBP/EP300

self-acetylation uponWB analyses (Figure 6E). Altogether, these

results demonstrate thatCREBBP-mutant cells are preferentially

susceptible to pharmacologic inhibition of the residual acetyl-

transferaseactivity overWTcells andprovide aproof-of-principle
for the use of drugs exploiting this dependency in CREBBP-

mutated B cell lymphomas.

DISCUSSION

The studies presented here revealed distinct functions for the

CREBBP and EP300 acetyltransferases in GC B cells and pro-

vided direct genetic evidence for the dependence of CREBBP-

deficient cells on its paralogue EP300 in vivo and ex vivo. This

addiction was maintained in malignant DLBCL cells and could

be pharmacologically exploited, thereby offering a proof-of-prin-

ciple for the specific targeting of EP300 as a promising therapeu-

tic strategy in CREBBP-mutant lymphomas.

The first finding of our study was the ability of CREBBP and

EP300 to influence distinct transcriptional programs in the GC
Immunity 51, 535–547, September 17, 2019 543



through extensive chromatin rewiring at enhancers and/or su-

per-enhancers, which might explain the opposite phenotype

observed in the conditional knockout mouse models. Although

their high structural similarity has often led to the assumption

of an interchangeable role between these two proteins, it is

becoming increasingly clear that CREBBP and EP300 serve

several non-redundant functions in development and cancer.

For instance, Crebbp heterozygous mice display reduced self-

renewal capacity of hematopoietic stem cells, whereas Ep300

heterozygous mice do not (Rebel et al., 2002). Additionally,

mice with point mutations in the Ep300 KIX domain have severe

hematopoietic abnormalities, whereas mice with identical muta-

tions in the Crebbp KIX domain are largely normal (Kasper et al.,

2002). The results herein conclusively demonstrated that

CREBBP and EP300 have divergent effects on GC physiology

and defined a set of transcripts that are differentially influenced

by these two proteins, suggesting their preferential recruitment

of specific transcription factors. These data provide important in-

formation on the distinct programs that regulate DZ versus LZ

development and can be further explored in the context of GC

biology and the DLBCL cell of origin.

The unique roles uncovered for these two enzymes during the

physiological GC reaction suggest that CREBBP and EP300

might have evolved to allow the tight yet dynamic regulation of

separate functional programs operating in the DZ and LZ com-

partments, which need to rapidly switch between transcription

factor networks sustaining proliferation and somatic hypermuta-

tion in the DZ and antigen-driven selection or differentiation in

the LZ (De Silva and Klein, 2015; Mesin et al., 2016). This model

also suggests that the disrupted balance between the activities

of CREBBP and EP300 caused by inactivating mutations of

either enzyme could be a major contributor to malignant trans-

formation by perturbing GC homeostasis. Consistent with this

notion, recent single-cell analysis of FL cells, which harbor

CREBBP/EP300 mutations in as many as 60% of patients, has

revealed a de-synchronization of the normal GC transcriptional

program characterized by the loss of this cyclic continuum of

DZ-LZ transitional states (Milpied et al., 2018). The functional

separation of CREBBP and EP300 is also of evolutionary interest

when considering that both CREBBP and EP300 are present in

mammalian cells, whereas only CREBBP is present inDrosophila

(Akimaru et al., 1997; Dancy and Cole, 2015). Given that a major

difference between invertebrates and mammals is the lack of a

lymphocyte-based adaptive immune system in the former,

which rely on innate immunity for protection against pathogens,

a divergence between the roles of CREBBP and EP300 might

reflect the selective pressure imposed with the appearance of

adaptive immunity, including the GC reaction.

In addition to controlling distinct transcriptional programs, our

in vivo data indicated that CREBBP and EP300 must have a com-

monprogram forwhich they can partially substitute for eachother,

as combined deletion of both genes was incompatible with GC

formation from its very early stages. These findings are in line

with a number of previous studies indicating strong counterselec-

tion of Crebbp/Ep300 double-deficient cells in other cellular con-

texts, such as mouse T lymphocytes and immature B lympho-

cytes (Kasper et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006). Our approach failed

to unequivocally identify critical shared targets that could explain

the synthetic lethal effect. This result might not be surprising, as
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the expression and chromatin pattern of these targets would not

be expected to change in the presence of compensatory mecha-

nisms. Furthermore, CREBBP and EP300 acetylate andmodulate

the activity of numerous non-histone protein substrates, including

transcription factors, that might be affected by their reduced

dosage and were not investigated in our study. Nonetheless, a

number of likely candidates can be suggested among the loci

that are bound by CREBBP specifically in GC B cells (Zhang

et al., 2017), but did not show significant transcriptional changes

upon Crebbp deletion in mice when Ep300 expression was re-

tained. These genes include the GC master regulator BCL6, the

transcription factors E2A, MEF2C, and MEF2B; the cell cycle

regulator CCND3; and the B cell co-activator POU2AF1 (Basso

and Dalla-Favera 2012; Brescia et al., 2018; De Silva and Klein,

2015; Khiem et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2008; Peled et al., 2010;

Schubart et al., 1996; Wilker et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2017), all

of which are required for GC formation. In this context, the redun-

dant functions of CREBBP and EP300 might serve as a safety

mechanism to guarantee the expression of proteins that are crit-

ical for the GC reaction. This compensatorymechanism appeared

to be co-opted by CREBBP-mutant lymphoma cells for their own

survival advantage.

Finally, a potentially clinically relevant finding of our studies

was the demonstration that EP300 paralogue dependency is

maintained in CREBBP-mutant malignant B cells and could be

pharmacologically targeted with the use of specific inhibitors

directed against this class of acetyltransferases. The differential

response observed in mutant vsWT cells suggests the existence

of a therapeutic window for the clinical application of these ap-

proaches. Importantly, CCS1477 is currently being tested in a

phase I clinical trial for the treatment of solid tumors

(NCT03568656), and a clinical trial for patients with hematologic

malignancies is scheduled to start mid-2019. Therapeutic target-

ing of these acetyltransferases would be particularly valuable in

the context of FL and DLBCL, where CREBBP mutations repre-

sent ‘‘truncal’’ events that are already present in the putative

common precursor clone. Thus, elimination of CREBBP-mutant

cells is expected to lead to the eradication of not only the domi-

nant tumor clone but also the reservoir of initiating cells that are

responsible for transformation and relapse.
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Pasqualucci (lp171@cumc.columbia.edu). The applicant’s laboratory and institution adhere to the NIH Grants Policy on Sharing of

Unique Research Resources.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mouse models and strains
The conditional Ep300 floxed and Crebbp floxed mouse models have been reported (Kang-Decker et al., 2004; Kasper et al., 2006).

Deletion of Ep300 and/or Crebbp was directed to GC B cells by breeding Crebbpfl/+ and Ep300fl/+ mice with the Cg1Cre/+ deletor

strain (Casola et al., 2006) (all backcrossed into C57BL/6 background for at least 6 generations), followed by offspring intercrossing

to generate compound mice. Immunological responses were evaluated in immune-competent mice at 3–4 months of age. Both fe-

males andmales were included in the experiments. Micewere housed in a dedicated pathogen-free environment, and all animal work

was performed according to protocols revised and approved by the National Cancer Institute and Columbia University Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee. Genotyping was performed by PCR analysis, and the protocol is available upon request.

Cell lines
The human DLBCL cell lines SUDHL4, U2932, SUDHL5, WSU-DLCL2, and SUDHL16 and their derivatives were grown in Iscove’s

modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml strepto-

mycin. HEK293T cells (American Type Culture Collection) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented

with 10% FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. Cells were maintained at 37�C in humidified incubators under 5%

CO2. All cell lines tested negative for Mycoplasma contamination and were verified for identity by STR profiling and/or by analysis

of somatic single nucleotide variants as obtained by whole genome sequencing.
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METHOD DETAILS

Small molecule CREBBP/EP300 inhibitors
CCS1477, a selective and orally active small molecule inhibitor of the single bromodomain of CREBBP and EP300, was obtained from

CellCentric (Pegg et al., 2017). The specific CREBBP/EP300 HAT inhibitor was independently synthesized from example #715 in

patent WO 2016/044770 PCT/US2015/051028 (Lasko et al., 2017). Both inhibitors were tested for their on-target activity by immu-

noblotting analysis of CREBBP/EP300 self-acetylation, H3K18Ac and H3K27Ac, as well as by FACS analysis of HLA-DR and RNA-

seq analysis.

Expression vectors and sgRNA design
The inducible Cas9 expression construct pCW-Cas9 was acquired from Addgene (Addgene: 50661) (Wang et al., 2014). The pLKO5-

sgRNA-EFS-GFP (Addgene: 57822) and pLKO5-sgRNA-EFS-tRFP (Addgene: 57823) vectors (Heckl et al., 2014) were used to clone

sgRNAs targeting early exons and/or active domains of the human CREBBP and EP300 genes, and a neutral control region in the

PPP1R12C intron 1, as described (Sanjana et al., 2014; Shalem et al., 2014). SgRNAs (n = at least two each) were designed using

the Benchling web tool (http://benchling.com) to have high efficiency and an off-target score above 47 for CREBBP and above 62

for EP300, to minimize off-target effects (Note that due to the homology of CREBBP and EP300, higher off target scores could

not be achieved for all sgRNAs). All sgRNA sequences used in this study are provided in Table S5.

Mouse Immunizations
For the analysis of T cell dependent immune responses, age-matched 10 to 16-week-old mice were immunized by intraperitoneal

injection of sheep red blood cells (SRBC) (Cocalico Biologicals) (n=500 million/mouse in PBS) and analyzed 10 days post-immuni-

zation. To achieve a higher yield of GC B cells (e.g. for sorting and RNA-seq studies), mice were immunized with two sequential in-

jections of SRBC (day 0, 13108 cells; day 5, 13109 cells) and sacrificed at day 12 for B cell isolation.

Flow cytometric analysis of mouse B cell subsets
Multi-color flow cytometric analysis of the B cell lymphoid compartment was performed at 3 months of age as previously reported

(Zhang et al., 2015), using 3–4 mice/genotype/experiment. Briefly, single cell suspensions prepared from lymphoid organs were

stained for 20 minutes on ice using different combinations of fluorescent-labeled antibodies (see Key Resources Table for the

complete list). Data were acquired on either a FACSCanto� II or a FACSCalibur� (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using the FlowJo

software (TreeStar). For detection of intracellular proteins, cells were fixed and permeabilized using the BD Cytofix/Cytoperm buffer

(BD Biosciences) following the manufacturer’s instructions, and subsequently stained for 60 minutes at room temperature with the

appropriate antibodies (Key Resources Table). B cell subpopulations were identified according to established gating strategies

(Victora et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). To calculate the absolute numbers of cells within splenic B cell subsets,

spleen fragments were weighed, and erythrocyte-depleted cell suspensions were counted by Trypan blue exclusion using the

Countess Automated Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The total number of counted splenic B cells was then multiplied by

the fraction of each subpopulation, as identified by the cytofluorimetric analyses.

Immunofluorescence analysis
Double-immunofluorescence analysis of Crebbp or Ep300 and PNAwas performed on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)ma-

terial frommouse spleens. Serial sections (3mm-thick) were stained using a combination of either two anti-CREBBP antibody (each at

1:400 dilution) (A22 and C20, rabbit polyclonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) or an anti-EP300 antibody (1:400) (N15, rabbit poly-

clonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) and biotinylated PNA (1:300 dilution) (Vector Laboratories, cat#B-1075). Detection of CREBBP

and EP300 was obtained using the EnVision System–HRP-Rabbit antibody (Dako) followed by Tyramide Signal Amplification system

(PerkinElmer); NeutrAvidin�, FITC conjugated (cat#A2662, Invitrogen) was used at 1:300 dilution to detect PNA. Images were

captured using a Nikon Eclipse microscope and the NIS Elements software (Nikon). All images were colored, resized, and merged

using Adobe Photoshop (version 10.0).

Histological and immunohistochemical analysis of mouse tissues
Histological analysis of mouse lymphoid organs was performed on 3-mm-thick FFPE tissue sections, stained with Hematoxylin &

Eosin (Thermo Scientific) following standard procedures. The following primary antibodies were used for immunohistochemical anal-

ysis: anti-Bcl6 (1:300) (N3, rabbit polyclonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnology); biotin-conjugated anti-PNA (1:200) (Vector Laboratories);

biotin-conjugated anti-B220 (1:400) (RA3-6B2, rat monoclonal, Pharmingen 553086) and anti-CD3 (1:800) (SP7, rabbit monoclonal,

NeoMarkers RM9107). GC numbers, size, and overall area were calculated using the ImageJ software on scanned images obtained

with a Leica SCN400 slide scanner (Schindelin et al., 2015).

Ex vivo stimulation of splenic B lymphocytes with anti-CD40 and IL-4
Splenic murine B-cells were isolated from age-matched 10- to 16-week oldmice using themouse B-cell isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec),

according to themanufacturer’s instructions, plated at 23 106 cells/ml, and cultured for 4 days in RPMI 1640medium supplemented

with 15% FBS, 55 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 50ng/ml recombinant mouse IL-4 (R&D systems) and 1mg/ml Hamster monoclonal
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anti-CD40 antibody (clone HM40-3, BD Pharmingen). Cells were harvested at days 2, 3, and 4 and processed for flow cytometric

analysis and RNA or protein isolation.

Cell viability and proliferation assays
Cell proliferation was analyzed with the CellTrace� Violet Cell Proliferation Kit (Life Technologies), which monitors distinct genera-

tions of proliferating cells by a fluorescent dye dilution. Data were acquired at day 2–4 from stimulation on a FACSCanto� II (BD Bio-

sciences) flow cytometer with 405 nm excitation and an emission filter in the 450nm range. Experiments were performed at least

twice. To assess cell viability and proliferation, the CellTiter-Glo� Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega) was used according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Specifically, cells were plated in triplicates in 96 well plates at 7,500 cells/well and CellTiter-Glo�
readings were acquired after 2h, 48h, 72h and 96h. The raw data were normalized to the reading at 2 h and fold changes were plotted

using Prism v.5.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). The viability of ex vivo cultured mouse B cells was also determined based on

analysis of forward vs side scatter plots.

Assessment of apoptosis
To assess apoptosis, cells were stained with AnnexinV-FITC (BD Pharmingen, Cat51-658741) and 7AAD (BD Pharmingen, Cat

51-2359KC) at day 3 and 4 after stimulation with CD40 and IL-4, according to standard protocols. Data were acquired on a

FACSCanto� II or a FACSCalibur� (BD Biosciences) and analyzed in FlowJo (TreeStar).

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from sorted murine GC B cells using the NucleoSpin XS kit (Marchery-Nagel), and from SUDHL4 cells

exposed for 48hrs to DMSO (0.1%), CCS1477 (1 mM), or CU329 (0.1 mM) using the TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen), as per manufacturer’s

instructions. cDNA synthesis was performed using the SuperScript� First-Strand Synthesis System (Life Technologies). Oligonucle-

otides annealing to exon 8 (AGTGAAAATGCTGGTGTGGC) and exon 11 (TAGACGGGTCAGGTACAGGA) of the murine Ep300 locus

were used to determine the relative abundance of the Ep300 mRNA before and after Cre-mediated recombination (see Figure S1A).

RNA-seq analysis
The transcriptional profiles of Crebbp-null and Ep300-null mouse GC B cells were obtained using total RNA extracted from sorted

B220+CD95+PNAhi splenocytes as described above (n = 3 animals/genotype, and 5 wild-type littermate controls) and verified for

integrity on a BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent). Samples (100–200 ng each) with RNA integrity numbers (RIN) >9 were processed to

generate RNA-seq libraries using the TruSeq RNA Library Preparation Kit v2 (Illumina). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina

NOVASeq 6000 or HiSeq 4000 instrument using a paired-end 150 bp protocol. RNA-seq reads were mapped to the Mus musculus

(mm10/GRCm38) or the Homo sapiens (GRCh38) genome assembly using the hisat2 prebuilt genome index (Pertea et al., 2016).

Genome-mapped reads were aligned to exons on the mm10 (or GRCh38) transcriptome reference (Harrow et al., 2006) based on

the information in the genomic BAM files, using featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014) to produce abundance tables. We sanitized the tran-

scriptome references (exon only) by removing read-through genes, anti-sense elements, miRNA, and rRNA. The count tables were

subsequently normalized to produce transcript per million (TPM) tables. Differentially expressed genes were determined using the

DESeq2 software with the following filters: FDR < 0.05 (after Benjamini-Hochberg correction) and absolute fold change (FC) R

1.2 (for data generated from the heterogeneous mouse GC B cell population) and R 2 (for data generated in the SUDHL4 cell line).

Gene set enrichment analysis and extended GSEA
Transcriptomic data generated fromCrebbp-null and Ep300-null murine GCB cells and from treated SUDHL4 cells were analyzed for

enrichment in pre-defined sets of genes using the GSEA software tool 2-2.2.0 (Subramanian et al., 2005) on log2 (TPM+1) trans-

formed data, with 1000 gene set permutations and the Canonical Pathway (C2) Molecular Signature Database v6.2 gene sets collec-

tion (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/), as well as the gene sets available in the SignatureDB (Zhang et al., 2017). To

interrogate the enrichment of LZ- and DZ-upregulated genes in the rank of genes differentially expressed between Crebbp-null and

CrebbpWT or Ep300-null and Ep300WTGCB cells, we used the list of genes differentially expressed in DZ vs LZ subpopulations, iden-

tified as described in (Victora et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). The false discovery rate cutoff was set at <0.05. Cross-comparison of

the signatures obtained in the two genetic backgrounds (Figure S2E) was performed by an extended GSEA approach as described

(Lim et al., 2009). To verify the on-target activity of the HAT and BRD inhibitors and the phenotype of the isogenic CREBBP�/�

SUDHL4 clones, we used the list of genes identified as downregulated in Crebbpfl/fl and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ GC B cells and reported

in Table S1.

Pathway enrichment analysis
To determine whether genes down-regulated in Crebbp- or Ep300-null GC B cells were enriched in annotated functional categories,

we used a hypergeometric test assessing the significance of the overlap between the list of significantly down-regulated genes, as

obtained by supervised analysis of transcriptomic data (FDR<0.05, and FCR1.2), and pre-defined gene collection lists (C2, C6, C7)

provided in the MSigDB GSEA page (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/annotate.jsp). Only pathways with a significant

p value (<0.05 after Benjamini-Hochberg correction) were retained. Pathway enrichment analysis was also performed using the DA-

VID 6.8 tool and KEGG, Biocarta, and Reactome databases (Huang et al., 2009), giving analogous results. The same approach was
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used to identify biological signatures and signaling pathways preferentially enriched in SUDHL4 cells treated with CCS1477

or CU329.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-Seq)
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed on 15million cells/sample as previously described (Zhang et al., 2017). Briefly,

cells were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min at RT, quenched by the addition of glycine to a final concentration of

0.125 M, and frozen. The TruChIP High Cell Chromatin Shearing Kit with SDS (Covaris) was used for cell lysis and nuclei isolation,

followed by sonication in an S220 ultrasonicator (Covaris, Woburn, MA) to a chromatin fragment size distribution of 200-500 bp.

Sheared chromatin was incubated overnight with 4mg of anti-H3K27Ac antibody (Diagenode, cat#A1723-0041D). The immune-com-

plexes were collected with protein A magnetic beads over a 4 hr incubation and washed sequentially at increasing stringency before

reverse cross-linking. Following RNAse and proteinase K treatment, DNA fragments were purified using theMiniElute Reaction Clean

Up Kit (Qiagen) and quantified by Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Reagent (Life Technologies). The specificity of the antibodies against

H3K27 acetylation has been extensively documented (not shown). Barcoded ChIP-seq libraries were constructed starting from 3 ng

of immunoprecipitated or input DNA as reported (Zhang et al., 2015), quantified using the KAPA SYBR FAST Universal qPCR Kit

(KAPA Biosystems), normalized to 15nM, and pooled for sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 instrument as paired-end 150 bp

reads, obtaining on average 25 3 106 reads/sample. All experiments were performed in two biological replicates

(two independent clones each for WT, CREBBP�/�, and EP300�/� SUDHL4 cells).

ChIP-seq analysis
Sequencing data were processed according to the default Illumina pipeline using Casava V1.8. Raw reads were mapped to the hu-

man genome GRC37 assembly using the Bowtie2 aligner v2.1.0 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), allowing up to two mismatches.

Duplicate reads (i.e., reads of identical length mapping to exactly the same genomic locations) were removed with SAM tools

v0.1.19 using the rmdup option (Li et al., 2009), and the remaining reads were normalized to total reads aligned and displayed as

read counts per million mapped reads. Peaks were identified using ChIPseeqer v2.0 (Giannopoulou and Elemento, 2011), enforcing

a minimum fold change of 2 between ChIP and input reads, a minimum peak width of 100 bp, and a minimum distance of 100 bp

between peaks. The p value threshold for statistical significance of peaks was set at 10�15, and peaks overlapping with Encode

Blacklist or an internal manually curated signal artifact blacklist were discarded. Only peaks (regions) detected in both biological rep-

licates (i.e. overlapping peaks) were considered in downstream analyses. H3K27Ac peaks located within ±12.5 kb were subject to

stitching unless mapping around a TSS (±2 kb). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of H3K27Ac regions was performed using the

union of E/SEs identified by ROSE in the three genetic backgrounds. To identify differentially acetylated regions in WT, CREBBPKO

and EP300KO cells, we applied the DESeq2 algorithm (Love et al., 2014) to data obtained from the three isogenic cell lines

(n=2 clones/each) using the list of H3K27Ac regions detected in SUDHL4-WT cells. Differentially acetylated regions were identified

as those with absolute [log2 transformed H3K27ac counts] fold-changeR 2 and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p value < 0.05. ChIP-

Seq data have been deposited in the GEO database under accession number GSE132365.

Functional annotation of H3K27Ac-marked regions
Significantly enriched H3K27Ac peaks were annotated as promoters if located within 2 kb from the transcription start site (TSS) of an

annotated gene, and intragenic or intergenic if distal to a TSS, using the GRCh37 assembly. Active enhancers and super-enhancers

were defined by ROSE as published (Whyte et al., 2013). In brief, ROSE identifies enhancers as all H3K27Ac peaks that do not overlap

with known gene promoters (±2 kb from TSS), after concatenating those located within ±12.5 kb from each other, and then ranks

them by their input-subtracted H3K27Ac signal. The cut-point between enhancers and super-enhancers was defined on the enrich-

ment profile as the inflection point of H3K27Ac signal intensity versus concatenated enhancer rank. H3K27Ac peaks located

within ±2 kb from a TSS were assigned to promoters.

Assignment of active enhancers/super-enhancers to genes
H3K27Ac-marked enhancers and super-enhancers, identified as described above, were assigned to the nearest transcriptionally

active gene (distance from enhancer center to TSS) as the most likely candidate target (Zhang et al., 2015).

Virus production and lentiviral transduction of DLBCL cell lines
The SUDHL4, U2932, SUDHL5, WSU-DLCL2 and SUDHL16 cell lines were engineered to express an inducible Cas9 (iCas9) by len-

tiviral transduction. Briefly, lentiviral particles were generated by co-transfecting HEK293T cells with pCW-Cas9, pVSVg and psD8.9

plasmids in a 4:1:3 ratio using a standard Calcium Phosphate transfection protocol (Zhang et al., 2017). Viral supernatants, collected

between 36h and 72h post-transfection, were filtered through 0.45mM-pore-size nitrocellulose membranes and used to transduce

DLBCL cell lines following a spinoculation procedure. Successfully transduced cells were then selected in complete IMDMmedium

containing puromycin (1mg/ml) to obtain single cell–derived clones, which were screened for high levels of Cas9 expression at 48h,

72h, and 96h from doxycycline induction by immunoblot analysis with an anti-CRISPR/Cas9 antibody (mouse monoclonal 7A9,

EpiGentek, A-9000). Two independent clones displaying similar Cas9 induction efficiency were selected for delivery of lentiviral vec-

tors carrying the sgRNA of interest, which was obtained as described above. GFP and/or RFP-positive populations were isolated in a

SH800 cell sorter (Sony Biotechnology) and used for cell competition assays or single cell plating (n = at least 96/sgRNA) in order to
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determine the percentage of recovered clones and to isolate individual EP300-null (or CREBBP-null) clones. Induction of Cas9

expression and disruption of the target gene were verified in the bulk population at day 3 post-induction by immunoblotting and

PCR amplification/sequencing of the edited site, followed by TIDE analysis, a specifically developed decomposition algorithm

that uses sequence traces to identify the major induced mutations in the predicted editing site and accurately determine their fre-

quency in a cell population (Brinkman et al., 2014). Single clones were individually analyzed for CREBBP or EP300 editing by PCR

amplification and direct sequencing, followed by inspection of the chromatograms both manually and using the Crisp-ID tool

(http://crispid.gbiomed.kuleuven.be/) (Dehairs et al., 2016). Clones carrying bi-allelic frameshift mutations were expanded and dele-

tion of CREBBP or EP300 was confirmed by immunoblotting.

Protein Extraction and Immunoblot analysis
Whole cell extracts were obtained from purified mouse B cells or human cell lines in log phase of growth using NP-40 lysis buffer

according to a previously described protocol (Bereshchenko et al., 2002). Histones were extracted using an acid extraction method;

briefly, chromatin pellets were resuspended in 0.2N HCl, incubated overnight at 4�C, and cleared by centrifugation at 12,000 r.p.m.

for 10 min. Protein extracts were resolved on NuPAGE Tris-acetate 3%–8% gels (for CREBBP and EP300) or Tris-glycine 4%–20%

gels (for histone H3) (Life Technologies) and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (GE Healthcare) according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions. Antibodies used were: rabbit monoclonal anti-CREBBP (D6C5, Cell Signaling), rabbit monoclonal anti-EP300

(D2X6N, Cell signaling), rabbit polyclonal anti-acetylated Lysine (9441, Cell signaling), mouse monoclonal anti-CRISPR/Cas9

(7A9, EpiGentek, A-9000), mouse monoclonal anti-ß-Actin (A5441, SigmaAldrich), mouse monoclonal anti-a-tubulin (clone B512,

Sigma-Aldrich), rabbit polyclonal antiH3K18Ac (Abcam, cat#ab1191) and anti-H3K27Ac (Abcam, cat#ab4729), and rabbit mono-

clonal anti-Histone H3 (clone D1H2, Cell Signaling Technology). Quantification of signal intensity was obtained in the ImageJ soft-

ware, and values are expressed as fold differences relative to thewild-type protein sample, set at 1, after normalization for the loading

control.

Growth competition assays
For competition assays, sorted RFP+ (sgEp300-transduced; n = 3 independent pools, obtained using 3 different sgRNAs) and GFP+

(sgNeutral-transduced, n = 2 independent pools, obtained using 2 different sgRNAs) populations from iCas9 isogenic DLBCL cell

lines (SUDHL4, U2932, SUDHL5, WSU-DLCL2 and SUDHL16) were allowed to recover for 48h, mixed in equal numbers, and

seeded at 0.53 106 cells/ml in a 48 well plate, followed by treatment with Doxycycline (1 mg/ml at d0 and d2) to induce Cas9 expres-

sion, or vehicle as control. The ratio of RFP+ vs GFP+ cells was monitored at d3 and then every 48h on a FACSCanto� II (BD Bio-

sciences), and data were analyzed using the FlowJo software (TreeStar) to calculate depletion of the RFP+ cells relative to d0

(dN %RFP+/d0%RFP+). All experiments were performed at least twice. Competition assays were also performed on isogenic

CREBBP+/+ and CREBBP-/- SUDHL4 clones, generated using the CRISPR-Cas9 system and subsequently transduced with either

pLKO5-sgEP300-EFS-tRFP (or -tGFP) (n = 3 independent pools using 3 different sgRNAs), or pLKO5-sgNeutral-EFS-tRFP

(or -tGFP) as control (n = 2 independent pools using 2 different sgRNAs). Sorted cells were allowed to recover for 48-96h, and ex-

periments were performed according to the protocol described for the native DLBCL cell lines, using the ratio of double positive vs

single positive cells as a readout for fitness of the EP300-deleted cells.

Cell viability and drug dose response assays
The response of isogenic CREBBPWT and CREBBPKO SUDHL4 cells (n = 4 clones each) to increasing drug concentrations (range:

10 mM-0.002mM) was determined after 48h incubation, using the CellTiter-Glo� Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega), accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Specifically, cells were plated at 500 cells/well in 50ml complete IMDM in a 384-well plate

(Greiner, USA scientific, FL) using a Matrix WellMate microplate dispenser (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After 24 h, the CCS1477

and HATi329 compounds were added in 4 replicates using a HP D300 digital dispenser (HP), with 12 wells of DMSO-treated control

cells. CellTiter-Glo� readings were acquired after 48 h using a Tecan Infinite 200 plate reader. The raw data for all compounds were

normalized to the average of the DMSO-treated control wells. Dose response curves were generated by plotting the resulting values

against the log of the concentration of the inhibitor, using the Prism v5.0 function log(Inhibitor) vs Response with top plateau set to 1.

The Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated in Prism v5.0. For the longer time-courses, the same clones were plated at 0.5x106

cells/ml in complete IMDM medium (300 ml/well of a 48-well plate), and fixed concentrations of the CREBBP/EP300 small molecule

inhibitors, selected based on the dose-response curve (CCS1477, 0.1mM; CU329, 0.05mM), were added in triplicate after 6 h, with

DMSO as control. Cell number and viability were assessed every 48 h for 8 days using Countess� counting chambers and Trypan

blue to distinguish live from dead cells. DMSO treated cells were split every second day at 1:3 ratio, whereas CCS1477 or CU329

treated cells were split according to the CREBBPWT cell growth, specifically 1:3 at d2 and 1:2 at d4.

Cell cycle analysis
Cell pellets were fixed using 70% ethanol at 4�C for at least 1h and stained with DAPI (1 mg/ml) for 30min at 4�C in the presence of

RNase A and 0.05%Triton X-100. Cell cycle distribution wasmeasured using a FACSCanto� II flow cytometer (BDBiosciences), and

data were analyzed using the FlowJo (Treestar) software.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis
To assess statistically significant differences between groups, p values were calculated with the Student’s t test (two-tail), Fisher’s

exact test, or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test in the Graphpad Prism v5.0 software, unless described otherwise. Mutual

exclusivity of CREBBP and EP300 mutations in human FL and DLBCL was computed using CoMEt (Leiserson et al., 2015). Results

were considered statistically significant at p <0.05.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Data Availability
The accession number for the RNA-seq data from the Crebbpfl/fl and Ep300fl/flCg1Cre/+ murine GC B cells reported in this paper is

GEO: GSE124192. The accession number for the H3K27Ac ChIP-Seq data is GEO: GSE132365.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Deletion of Crebbp and Ep300 have different impacts on the DZ/LZ ratio, related 

to Figure 1. a, Top panel: schematic representation of the murine Ep300 locus, shown in its germline 

configuration (top) and in the targeted allele, before (floxed) and after (E9) Cre-mediated recombination. Dotted 

lines indicate the predicted mRNA exon splicing, and the primers used for RT-PCR analysis of Ep300 expression 

are approximately positioned below the map. Bottom panel: representative gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR 

products in GC B cells sorted from mice of the indicated genotypes; the expected size of the amplicons obtained 

from WT, floxed and E9 alleles is indicated. Actin serves as control. b, Absolute number of GC B cells in 

SRBC-immunized mice from the indicated genotypes, analyzed at 3 months of age (mean ± SD, n=3-6 

mice/genotype). c, BCL6 mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) in the GC B cell population (B220+CD95+PNAhi) of 

the indicated mouse models, measured by flow cytometric analysis (mean ± SD, n=5-9 mice/genotype). Data 

representative of at least two independent experiments. d, Relative Bcl6 mRNA expression levels in sorted wild-

type, Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+, and Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ GC B cells, assessed by RNA-seq (mean ± SD). e, Representative 

contour plots of GC DZ (CXCR4hiCD86lo) and LZ (CXCR4loCD86hi) B cell populations in mice of the indicated 

genotypes, analyzed 10 days after SRBC immunization according to an established gating strategy (Victora et al., 

2010); numbers in each panel indicate the percentage of cells in the gates, measured within the B220+CD95+PNAhi 

population. f, Quantification of DZ/LZ ratio in mice of the indicated genotypes, analyzed at 3 months of age, 10 

days after SRBC immunization (n=7-11 mice/genotype). In the figure, only significant p values are indicated 

(**p<0.01, Student’s t-test). 



 

Supplementary Figure 2. Differentially expressed genes in Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ and Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ GC B 

cells, related to Figure 2. a, Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of RNA-seq data from WT, Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ 

and Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ GC B cells. Genes with a minimum expression of 0.5 TPM and a minimum standard 

deviation of 0.5 were considered for the clustering (n=662). The color scale bar indicates the Z score (blue, 

decreased expression; red, increased expression). b, Relative Crebbp and Ep300 mRNA expression levels in the 

profiled samples, as obtained from RNA-seq data using read counts for the targeted exon 9. For the purpose of 

comparison, data (normalized TPM counts) are presented as relative difference compared to WT, arbitrarily set 

to 1 (mean ± SD). c, Differentially expressed genes in WT vs combined Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ and Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ 

GC B cells (FDR<0.05; FC>1.2). Representative genes with known functions in the GC are highlighted. d, Venn 

diagram showing the overlap between genes with increased expression (top) or decreased expression (bottom) in 

Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ vs WT, Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ vs WT, and combined Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+/Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ vs WT GC 

B cells, identified as in Figure 2b and S2c. e, Cross-comparison of global Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ and Ep300fl/flC1Cre/+ 

transcriptional signatures by an extended GSEA approach (Lim et al., 2009). The analysis reveals a significant 

overlap between the relative ranking of the differentially expressed genes in the two genetic backgrounds, 

consistent with the hypothesis that, in addition to unique targets, a significant number of genes can serve as targets 

of both Crebbp and Ep300, but do not significantly change in expression upon single gene deletion, due to 

compensation by the paralog enzyme. 

 



 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 3. Deletion of CREBBP or EP300 leads to enhancer/super-enhancer rewiring, 

related to Figure 2. a, Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of H3K27Ac ChIP-Seq profiles obtained from 

isogenic CREBBP/EP300 wild-type (WT), CREBBP biallelically edited (CREBBP-/-), and EP300 biallelically 

edited (EP300-/-) SUDHL4 cells (n=2 independent clones/each) (log2 transformed read counts). Red indicates high 

H3K27Ac levels and blue low H3K27Ac levels. b, Distribution of H3K27Ac peaks identified in WT cells, relative 

to genomic location. Peaks mapping to intragenic and intergenic regions were stitched if within 12.5 kb, according 

to ROSE (see Methods). TSS, transcription start site. c, H3K27Ac profiles of differentially regulated regions in 

CREBBP-/- and EP300-/- cells vs WT cells (absolute H3K27Ac FC ≥ 2; FDR ≤ 0.05 after BH correction). The 

total number of regions in each category is provided on the left, and representative genes that are critical for GC 

biology and were depleted in H3K27Ac are highlighted. d, Functional annotation of the H3K27Ac peaks shown 

in panel c. In the figure, promoters were defined as H3K27Ac regions mapping within 2 kb from the closest TSS 

of an annotated gene, while enhancers (E) and super-enhancers (SE) were predicted using the ROSE algorithm; 

data are shown as percentage relative to the total number of H3K27Ac regions identified. e, Total number of 

predicted E (right panel) and SE (left panel) identified in the two WT clones and retained in CREBBP-/- or EP300-

/- isogenic cell lines. **p<0.05, Chi-square test. f, ChIP-seq plots of H3K27Ac at representative genomic regions 

differentially enriched in CREBBP-/- and EP300-/- SUDHL4 cells, compared to WT. The y-axis depicts reads 

density in reads per million mapped reads (RPM). Boxes below the maps indicate significant peaks identified as 

described in Methods. 



 

Supplementary Figure 4. The residual GC B cells in Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flC1Cre/+ mice have escaped deletion 

of Crebbp and/or Ep300, related to Figure 3. a, Immunofluorescence staining of Crebbp (red) and Ep300 

(purple) in representative serial spleen sections from mice of the indicated genotypes, analyzed 10 days after 

SRBC immunization. PNA (green) identifies the GC area (outlined). b, Crebbp and Ep300 protein expression 

pattern in individual GCs from the indicated cohorts, assessed as in panel a. Values indicate the total number of 

GCs scored (n=2-4 mice/genotype). In spleens from Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flC1Cre/+ mice, no GCs were observed that 

simultaneously lack Crebbp and Ep300 expression.  

 

  



 



Supplementary Figure 5. Crebbp/Ep300-deleted cells are incapable of undergoing class switch 

recombination, related to Figure 4. a, Representative flow cytometric analysis of surface IgG1 expression in 

B220+ cells from the indicated animals, stimulated ex vivo with CD40+IL-4 for 4 days. Numbers represent the 

percentage of B220+IgG1+ cells (in the live cell gate). Data from multiple animals are quantified in b (shown is 

one experiment with all genotypes simultaneously analyzed, as representative of multiple experiments performed 

with smaller numbers of genotypes, which gave comparable results and were cumulated for statistical analysis); 

**p<0.01; Student’s t-test. c, Representative forward/side scatter plots of B220+ cells from the indicated animals, 

stimulated ex vivo with CD40+IL-4 for 4 days. Numbers indicate the percentage of events in the three gates (total 

cells, viable cells and dead cells). Note the shrinkage in cell size, the lack of doublets, and the appearance of an 

intermediate population in the non-viable cells gate of the Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flC1Cre/+mice, suggestive of 

apoptosis. d, Percentage of CD95+PNAhi GC B cells in splenic B220+ lymphocytes from mice of the indicated 

genotypes, analyzed 7 days after SRBC immunization. Data were obtained from at least two separate experiments 

each including 3-4 animals/genotype (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, Student’s t-test). e, Percentage of GC B cells in 

Crebbp+/+Ep300+/+CCre/+, Crebbpfl/+Ep300fl/+CCre/+ and Crebbpfl/flEp300fl/flC1Cre/+ mice immunized with 

SRBC and analyzed at d4, d7 and d11 after immunization; n=4-7 mice/genotype combined from two independent 

experiments (**p<0.01, Student’s t-test).  

 

  



Supplementary Figure 6. On-target activity of the CREBBP/EP300 HAT inhibitor and BRD inhibitor, 

related to Figure 6. a, Immunoblot analysis of SUDHL4 cells treated with increasing doses of CU329 (2 days) 

and CCS1477 (2 and 7 days), using the indicated antibodies on whole cell extracts (CREBBP, EP300, 

CREBBP/EP300Ac) and chromatin extracts (H3K18Ac, H3K27Ac, total H3). Quantification of CREBBP/EP300 

self-acetylation, H3K18Ac, and H3K27Ac after normalization for the loading control is provided at the bottom. 

b, Flow cytometric analysis of MHC class II (HLA-DR) expression in SUDHL4 cells treated with increasing 

doses of CU329 or CCS1477 for 48hr (representative histogram plots). c, Mean fluorescence intensity 

quantification of the data shown in b. d, GSEA of CREBBP and EP300 target genes (as identified in Figure 2a 

and in isogenic SUDHL4+/+ vs SUDHL4-/- cells) in the rank of transcripts differentially expressed between 

DMSO-treated and BRDi-treated (top panels) or DMSO-treated and HATi-treated (bottom panels) SUDHL4 

cells. e, Negatively enriched pathways in CCS1477- and CU329-treated cells vs DMSO control, as determined 

by GSEA (BH-FDR <0.001). Only the top genesets are shown; CCS1477 results are ranked by negative 

normalized enrichment score (NES), as they all showed FDR<0.001 (see Table S4 for the complete list).  

 

 



 



Supplementary Figure 7. Construction of isogenic CREBBP-wild-type and CREBBP-deficient SUDHL4 

cells, related to Figure 6. a, DNA sequence alignment (top) and chromatogram traces (bottom) of the CREBBP 

exon 13 (left) and exon 20 (right) region targeted by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing in four CREBBP clones, and 

a representative CREBBP+/+ control. Red text denotes the targeting sgRNA sequence. Note the hemizygous 

frameshifts in sgCREBBP-E13 clones 1 and 2 and sgCREBBP-E20 clone 1, reflecting a larger deletion or a 

change in the primer binding site in the second allele, while sgCREBBP-E20 clone 2 shows different editing in 

the two alleles. b, Western Blot analysis of CREBBP and EP300 expression in isogenic SUDHL4 cell lines 

carrying intact (CREBBP+/+) or disrupted (CREBBP-/-) CREBBP alleles (n=4 independent clones each, generated 

using two different sgRNAs). Analysis of H3K18 and H3K27 acetylation in chromatin extracts from the same 

cells documents the functional impact of CREBBP loss on global acetylation levels, with data quantification 

provided in the bottom panel. Tubulin and total H3 serve as loading controls. c, Flow cytometric analysis of MHC 

class II (HLA-DR) expression in the same cells; mean fluorescence intensity quantification is shown in panel d. 

e, Differentially expressed genes in CREBBP+/+ vs CREBBP-/- DLBCL cells (n=3 clones/each); representative 

transcripts previously identified as CREBBP targets are highlighted. f. GSEA of CREBBP+/+ and CREBBP-/- 

SUDHL4 cells using the geneset identified as significantly downregulated in mouse Crebbpfl/flC1Cre/+ GC B cell. 

Note that only 259 of the 298 gene IDs identified in the mouse were converted to human symbols.  g, Cell viability 

(left) and Area Under the Curve (AUC) (right) in isogenic CREBBP-deficient (red) and wild-type (black) 

SUDHL4 clones treated with CCS1477 for 2 days (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, Student’s t-test). h, Cell viability (left) 

and AUC (right) in the same clones, treated with the CU329 HATi (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, Student’s t-test).  
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